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CHARACTERS__________

WARNER,                                                           30's, a white-Hispanic mix, an ex-soldier who was 
                                                         wounded in the Middle East, permanently handicapped from 
                       stepping on a landmine.

CARMEN,                                                        20's-30's, a health-at-home carer and the part 
                                                     time carer for Warner. A young woman straight out of 
                                              school, someone smart but not flashy about it.

THE WHEN________

The year 2008, around the time that Barack Obama has taken 
office.

THE WHERE_________

A small Texas town, somewhere like Marfa.
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Scene 1_______

The small living room of Warner's apartment - - 
everything is in disarray. It is dark, there are 
papers on the floor, empty dishes on the coffee 
table creating permanent dust paintings. An old 
military uniform is folded over a chair towards 
the back of the room. Chip bags and beer bottles 
trail the floor.

Sitting in the dark, barely visible, is a 
stagnant figure. It's clearly a human but they 
sit motionless like a statue.

There is a knock at the door. Quiet. No 
response. Another knock. Still nothing. A louder 
knock. The figure briefly moves.

WARNER:
It's open.

The door opens and another figure walks into the 
dark. They shuffle around until they reach a 
light switch and turns it on. The apartment 
looks even more trashy in the light.

Standing among the travesty is CARMEN, dressed 
in a hoodie and sweatpants, her hair in a 
frizzled ponytail, her face completely bare of 
any makeup. Even so, she is pretty.

WARNER sits in a wheelchair, a stained T-shirt 
and basketball shorts on. His beard is scratchy 
and patched. His legs are hairy and thin from 
lack of use.

CARMEN:
What happened in here?

WARNER:
(tired) What are you talking about?

CARMEN:
This. All this.

She motions to the mess, waving her arms around.

WARNER:
It's whatever.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 

CARMEN:
What did I tell you? (picks up chip bag) Remember 
what we read, the only way you're gonna get any 
better is by maintaining a healthy diet.

WARNER:
Don't do that.

CARMEN:
(cleaning) What?

WARNER:
That.

CARMEN:
I don't know what that means.                  ____       

WARNER:
That. What you always do.____                     

CARMEN:
Which is?

WARNER:
Everything you always say. That healthy diet shit. 
All that.

CARMEN:
It's true.

WARNER:
It's not. It's bullshit. I know it. You know it.

CARMEN:
What is wrong - -

WARNER:
You say what you feel like you have to say, what they 
taught you to say at wherever the hell kind of school 
you went to.

CARMEN:
Are you saying I lie to you?

WARNER:
Yes! That's exactly what I'm saying.

CARMEN:
(offended) I've never lied.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 

WARNER:
Then what would you call it, huh? Sugarcoating?

CARMEN:
I have no idea what you're talking about.

He wheels closer to her as he speaks.

WARNER:
"Maintain a healthy diet," "Get fresh air." Blah. 
Blah. All that. What is it gonna do? What do you 
really believe that's gonna do for me? What - - what 
- - I'm gonna eat a can of spinach like Popeye and 
all of a sudden pop up and run a marathon?

CARMEN:
I never - -

WARNER:
Or - - or even better, maybe if I get enough sunlight 
exposure I can drive to the store and get my own 
goddamn food. Then maybe I'd actually want to 
"maintain a healthy diet." Oh, no I got a good one.

CARMEN:
This is unnecessary - -

WARNER:
You're gonna want to hear this one.

CARMEN:
- - and you know it.

WARNER:
Maybe - - just maybe I can get in the shower without 
your help!

CARMEN:
(stern) I get it. Okay? I get it.

WARNER:
I don't think you do.

She gives a frustrated half-laugh, half-chuckle, 
then immediately composes herself - - a 
professional in sweats.

CARMEN:
You're right. I don't. I can't. And, if I'm being 
completely honest with you, I don't want to. But 
this, all this junk isn't helping you any.

(CONTINUED)
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WARNER:
And what will? Tell me what will help. Solve my 
problems. I beg you. I'd get down on my knees, but 
you know...I can't.

CARMEN:
My job isn't to help you solve all your problems. 
It's to help you live a halfway normal life.

WARNER:
Halfway normal people don't require other people to 
make their lives halfway normal.

CARMEN:
This is my job, Warner.

WARNER:
And this is my everything.

A beat, interrupted by the sound of an alarm - - 
a cheesy manufactured piece of music. Carmen 
reaches in her pocket and pulls out her phone, 
the alarm becoming louder. She shuts it off.

CARMEN:
It's time for your medicine, so I'm gonna just - - 
yeah.

She walks to another room. Warner takes a 
breath. He rolls over to the couch and picks up 
a pillow. He places it over his face, his hands 
squeezing the fabric. He screams, pain muffled 
and silenced.

He slowly lowers the pillow and places it on his 
lap. His face is red, his eyes redder. He taps 
his hands lightly on the pillow.

Carmen reenters, holding a hand full of medicine 
in one hand and a glass of water in the other. 
She hands each pill to Warner one-by-one and one-
by-one he takes them with a drink of water.

WARNER:
...Thank you.

CARMEN:
Yeah.

She goes to take the glass of water from him but 
he stops her, placing his hand over her. She

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 

freezes.

WARNER:
I'm sorry.

CARMEN:
It's no big deal.

WARNER:
Really.

CARMEN:
Okay.

He lets go of the glass and she steps back.

WARNER:
Canada.

CARMEN:
Huh?

WARNER:
That's where I always wanted to live. In Canada.

CARMEN:
(civil) I hear it's nice.

WARNER:
I hear it's cold. I was so sure of it when I was a 
kid. I knew I was gonna get there. I had a map on my 
wall and everything, I swear. I don't think I've ever 
been more committed to something in my life.

CARMEN:
I have a cousin in Canada.

WARNER:
How does he like it?

CARMEN:
He's in prison.

Warner starts laughing. At first he tries to 
keep it in but then can't control himself. He 
bursts out.

WARNER:
I'm sorry. I'm so sorry.

But he can't stop. He buries his face in the

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 

pillow.

Carmen can't control herself any better. She 
starts laughing too, covering her mouth with her 
hand.

WARNER:        (CONT'D)
I just wasn't expecting that.

CARMEN:
No, I get it.

WARNER:
Man, that's crazy. But I know how that feels. Prison, 
I mean.

CARMEN:
You can leave anytime.

WARNER:
Oh yeah, I'll just wheel my ass down the highway, 
maybe pick up some girls on the way.

CARMEN:
That's not what I meant.

Another beat, this one more uncomfortable.

WARNER:
I know you think I'm an asshole.

CARMEN:
I don't.

WARNER:
Oh you do. You'd be batshit crazy if you didn't think 
I was.

CARMEN:
I don't know what you want me to say.

WARNER:
I was raised Catholic. I know that if my grandmother 
was alive she would push me off to a church 
somewhere.

CARMEN:
I can take you to church.

WARNER:
There's no point no more. God can't do nothing for me

(CONTINUED)

(MORE)
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CONTINUED: 
WARNER: (CONT'D)

at this point. I'm damaged goods.

CARMEN:
You're still a person.

WARNER:
I look like a person. I believe that. But that's   ____                                           
where the line ends. And I did't even do it for 
selfish reasons, you know? I didn't go out there for 
some Patriotic grandstand. I was a kid. I was 
eighteen years old.

I wanted to go to college. I wanted to have a career 
in...something, make a family, buy a home - - be 
somebody. Be something. But when you got a family ________     _________                            
that can barely afford to manage their kids in public 
school, can't even keep the lights on every month.

He travels over to the folded uniform and takes 
it in his hands.

WARNER:        (CONT'D)
I had to do what I had to do. I was the oldest. My 
father was getting old, my mother was - - well, she 
was my mother. I was tired of having nothing, of 
being nothing. And on the commercials they tell you _____                                               
that if you wanna make a change, if you wanna make 
yourself useful and be important and worth something, 
if you wanna build something, you gotta suit up and 
fight. Now I can't stop fighting.

CARMEN:
I'm sorry.

WARNER:
For what? Hey, you're just doing your job, right? It 
has nothing to do with you. There's nothing you 
could've done about it. I'm pretty sure you got the 
short end of the stick by having to take care of me.

CARMEN:
It's what I wanna do. No one is forcing me.

WARNER:
I know. Now, at least. I used to think you'd walk out 
that door one day and never come back. I was sure 
you'd just give up. It didn't help that I talked to 
you like crap.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 

CARMEN:
I'm used to being talked to like crap.

She sits on the couch. Warner looks at her, not 
sure whether she has something else to say. She 
notices.

CARMEN:        (CONT'D)
It's a long story.

WARNER:
I don't have anywhere to be.

Carmen stands up and nervously smooths out her 
already wrinkled sweatpants.

CARMEN:
I need to make lunch. What do you want? Grilled 
cheese?

WARNER:
(eager) Oh come on. I thought we were having a 
conversation.

CARMEN:
Or do you want fast food? I think I saw a new place 
that just opened up a few blocks away. I can be back 
in no time.

WARNER:
I see...

CARMEN:
It's just I think the cheese in the fridge might be 
expired.

WARNER:
(hurt) If you don't wanna talk to me you can get out! 
You don't have to beat around the bush. Just leave. 
I'm sure you won't have any problem making your 
money.

CARMEN:
Warner - -

WARNER:
I'm not an idiot. I can figure things out. I've done 
it thus far. I can figure out how to fix my own 
lunch. I can figure out how to wipe my own ass.

Warner clutches onto the arms of the wheelchair

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 

and attempts to stand up. His body begins to 
wobble, the chair starts to shake.

CARMEN:
Please sit back down.

WARNER:
No. I'm sick of it.

He stands, his veins flexing out from his 
muscular arms, sweat spotting appearing on his 
forehead. The chair begins rocking back-and-
forth, Warner's weight uneven with it. He trips 
over the wheel and falls, hitting the ground.

Carmen goes over and reaches out, starting to 
grab his arms. He waves her off.

WARNER:        (CONT'D)
Stop it! Just stop.

She backs away. In the quiet the sounds of 
Warner's crying is audible. He lifts his head 
and some of his upper body long enough to wipe 
his face. He reaches out his hand. Carmen walks 
over and takes him by the hand, then by the 
side, lifting him back into the chair without 
trouble.

He wipes his face once more and clears his 
throat.

CARMEN:
Are you okay?

WARNER:
No.

CARMEN:
This is my job, Warner.

WARNER:
Yeah. I know. But that's not it for me. Look around, 
Carmen. I got nobody else in here. Nobody. You're 
young, you're healthy. You can leave here, be free, 
feel the wind on your face as you drive home. You can 
go out with your friends, have drinks, make life 
plans. I'm not saying it's not fair but, it's not 
fair. Don't worry about lunch. I just need you to 
help me get in bed.

(CONTINUED)
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CARMEN:
My dad was a drunk. And I was his little girl. 
Luckily we didn't have too much in common. I didn't 
pick up the worst of his habits so I guess I dodged a 
bullet. Sorry. But he hated a mess. I got that one 
from him.

Warner looks up at her as she wraps her arms 
around herself, scratching at her back, an 
unconscious nervous habit.

CARMEN:        (CONT'D)
He wasn't that bad at the beginning, at least not 
from what I can remember. (picks up beer can from the 
floor) But it got worse when my mom died. She was 
sick.

WARNER:
Cancer?

CARMEN:
AIDS. A blood transfusion gone...very wrong. He 
didn't blame me, or even himself, or even the 
doctors. It wasn't like that. He was a man and 
reacted like one. He wanted control of every 
situation he was in. But he couldn't control it. None 
of us could do anything about it.

She sits. She doesn't even blink. Just stares at 
the floor.

CARMEN:        (CONT'D)
We can't choose the fucked up things that happen to 
us. We're not in control.

WARNER:
...I was supposed to come back a hero with an arm 
full of money and benefits. I wanted to be Superman. 
And I coulda been. I still believe that. I coulda 
been. Then I took one step. One step and - - bam - - 
everything that I wanted went away, in a literal 
fucking flash.

I was supposed to come back a hero, instead I came 
back a burden.

CARMEN:
You're not a burden. Not to me.

WARNER:
Lucky you. Imagine having poor parents who hardly

(CONTINUED)

(MORE)
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CONTINUED: 
WARNER: (CONT'D)

have a pot to piss in and now they have to worry 
about me. The stress they had got greater, the bills 
they had more zeroes on them every month. The tumors 
growing inside of them got bigger.

They're gone now. I killed them.

CARMEN:
Shut up. I'm sorry but stop.

WARNER:
At least your mom just got the bad end of a draw but 
I could have done so much more.

CARMEN:
Says who?! (stands) I mean, really! Says fucking 
who?! You talk like you're the one who's dead.

WARNER:
I am!

CARMEN:
You're not! (lower) You're not.       ___                     

She puts her hands on his shoulders.

CARMEN:        (CONT'D)
Wait here.

WARNER:
Where are you going?

CARMEN:
Just wait here. Please.

She disappears into a different room.

Warner takes hold of the uniform again, the 
medals still in tact. He runs his hand over it, 
lifts it to his nose and smells it, then goes 
back over to the chair where he initially 
retrieved it and placed it back.

He goes around then stops, looks around the 
room. A new look is on his face, one that is 
calmer than before. He starts picking things off 
of the floor. He crumbles the bags and smashes 
the cans. He continues through the room, his 
arms getting fuller, materials falling onto his 
lap.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 

Carmen comes back in the room with a jacket. She 
hands it to Warner.

CARMEN:        (CONT'D)
Got a thing for trash now?

WARNER:
Thought I'd make it a little easier on you. (re: 
jacket) What's this for?

CARMEN:
Drop the trash. We can do that later. I'm taking you 
out.

WARNER:
Oh. No. I can't.

CARMEN:
Yes you can. Put on the jacket.

WARNER:
I haven't - -

CARMEN:
I know. Put it on. Let's go for a ride.

WARNER:
Is this some half-ass attempt to take me to the 
doctor's office cuz I'm pretty sure my next 
appointment isn't until like next week sometime.

CARMEN:
(laughs) No. Come on. Let's feel the wind against our 
faces.

He puts on the jacket. She takes his chair by 
the handles and pushes him out. A bright ray of 
sunshine enters the room as they exit.

The End.


